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Triads
Triads are basic three-note chords built of thirds. They can be in root
position, first inversion, or second inversion.

Harmony in Western music is based on triads. Triads are simple three-note
chords built of thirds.

Triads in Root Position

Triads in Root Position

The chords in [link] are written in root position, which is the most basic
way to write a triad. In root position, the root, which is the note that names
the chord, is the lowest note. The third of the chord is written a third
higher than the root, and the fifth of the chord is written a fifth higher than
the root (which is also a third higher than the third of the chord). So the
simplest way to write a triad is as a stack of thirds, in root position.

Note:The type of interval or chord - major, minor, diminished, etc., is not
important when you are determining the position of the chord. To simplify
things, all notes in the examples and exercises below are natural, but it
would not change their position at all if some notes were sharp or flat. It
would, however, change the name of the triad - see Naming Triads.

Exercise:

Problem:

Write a triad in root position using each root given. If you need some
staff paper for exercises you can print this PDF file.

https://cnx.org/content/m11654
https://cnx.org/content/m11421
https://cnx.org/content/m11654#l0b
https://cnx.org/content/m10867#p1b
https://cnx.org/content/m10867#fig7c
https://cnx.org/content/m10867#fig7c
clbr://internal.invalid/book/contents/resources/e5b6335c0813bd7797983b645d24962d8ad96e93.pdf


Solution:

First and Second Inversions

Any other chord that has the same-named notes as a root position chord is
considered to be essentially the same chord in a different position. In other
words, all chords that have only D naturals, F sharps, and A naturals, are
considered D major chords.

Note:But if you change the pitch or spelling of any note in the triad, you
have changed the chord (see Naming Triads). For example, if the F sharps
are written as G flats, or if the A's are sharp instead of natural, you have a
different chord, not an inversion of the same chord. If you add notes, you
have also changed the name of the chord (see Beyond Triads). You cannot
call one chord the inversion of another if either one of them has a note
that does not share a name (for example "F sharp" or "B natural")
with a note in the other chord.

If the third of the chord is the lowest note, the chord is in first inversion. If
the fifth of the chord is the lowest note, the chord is in second inversion. A
chord in second inversion may also be called a six-four chord, because the
intervals in it are a sixth and a fourth.

https://cnx.org/content/m10943
https://cnx.org/content/m11641
https://cnx.org/content/m11995
https://cnx.org/content/m10867


It does not matter how far the higher notes are from the lowest note, or how
many of each note there are (at different octaves or on different
instruments); all that matters is which note is lowest. (In fact, one of the
notes may not even be written, only implied by the context of the chord in a
piece of music. A practiced ear will tell you what the missing note is; we
won't worry about that here.) To decide what position a chord is in, move
the notes to make a stack of thirds and identify the root.

Example:

Example:

Exercise:



Problem:

Rewrite each chord in root position, and name the original position of
the chord.

Solution:



Naming Triads
The name of a chord depends on the intervals between its notes when the
chord is in root position.

The position that a chord is in does make a difference in how it sounds, but
it is a fairly small difference. Listen to a G major chord in three different
positions.

A much bigger difference in the chord's sound comes from the intervals
between the root-position notes of the chord. For example, if the B in one of
the chords above was changed to a B flat, you would still have a G triad,
but the chord would now sound very different. So chords are named
according to the intervals between the notes when the chord is in root
position. Listen to four different G chords.

Major and Minor Chords

G major chord in three different
positions.

These are also all G chords, but they are four
different G chords. The intervals between the
notes are different, so the chords sound very

different.

clbr://internal.invalid/book/contents/resources/734a1d6340d86d53f191ebc1ff4bb448e9ce8d2f.midi
https://cnx.org/content/m10867
clbr://internal.invalid/book/contents/resources/017eb6e00650f449f346b203a2147acbba61e369.midi


The most commonly used triads form major chords and minor chords. All
major chords and minor chords have an interval of a perfect fifth between
the root and the fifth of the chord. A perfect fifth (7 half-steps) can be
divided into a major third (4 half-steps) plus a minor third (3 half-steps). If
the interval between the root and the third of the chord is the major third
(with the minor third between the third and the fifth of the chord), the triad
is a major chord. If the interval between the root and the third of the chord
is the minor third (and the major third is between the third and fifth of the
chord), then the triad is a minor chord. Listen closely to a major triad and a
minor triad.

Example:

Example:
Some Major and Minor Triads

https://cnx.org/content/m10851
https://cnx.org/content/m10856
https://cnx.org/content/m10867
https://cnx.org/content/m10867#p21b
https://cnx.org/content/m10867#list22a
https://cnx.org/content/m10867#list22a
clbr://internal.invalid/book/contents/resources/8c9985062a2297f41f3a7fb632ecc5060a4b695b.mpg
clbr://internal.invalid/book/contents/resources/dfd922963c2c2a8a3f3eda6d33c23a6b7a731961.mpg


Exercise:

Problem: Write the major chord for each root given.

Solution:

Exercise:

Problem: Write the minor chord for each root given.

Solution:

Augmented and Diminished Chords

Because they don't contain a perfect fifth, augmented and diminished
chords have an unsettled feeling and are normally used sparingly. An
augmented chord is built from two major thirds, which adds up to an
augmented fifth. A diminished chord is built from two minor thirds, which
add up to a diminished fifth. Listen closely to an augmented triad and a
diminished triad.

clbr://internal.invalid/book/contents/resources/ec26f3dcf7dad247e1e2aea395349a54a6ecb6c9.mpg
clbr://internal.invalid/book/contents/resources/8ea3b48efd216fff25f77e16f592802c26967171.mpg


Example:
Some Augmented and Diminished Triads

Exercise:

Problem: Write the augmented triad for each root given.

Solution:

Exercise:

Problem: Write the diminished triad for each root given.

Solution:



Notice that you can't avoid double sharps or double flats by writing the note
on a different space or line. If you change the spelling of a chord's notes,
you have also changed the chord's name. For example, if, in an
augmented G sharp major chord, you rewrite the D double sharp as an E
natural, the triad becomes an E augmented chord.

You can put the chord in a different position or add more of the same-
named notes at other octaves without changing the name of the chord. But
changing the note names or adding different-named notes, will change the
name of the chord. Here is a summary of the intervals in triads in root
position.

Changing the spelling of any note in a chord
also changes the chord's name.

https://cnx.org/content/m11641


Exercise:

Problem:

Now see if you can identify these chords that are not necessarily in
root position. Rewrite them in root position first if that helps.

Solution:



Beginning Harmonic Analysis
An introduction to chord relationships within a particular key.

Introduction

It sounds like a very technical idea, but basic harmonic analysis just means
understanding how a chord is related to the key and to the other chords in a
piece of music. This can be such useful information that you will find many
musicians who have not studied much music theory, and even some who
don't read music, but who can tell you what the I ("one") or the V ("five")
chord are in a certain key.

Why is it useful to know how chords are related?

Many standard forms (for example, a "twelve bar blues") follow very
specific chord progressions, which are often discussed in terms of
harmonic relationships.
If you understand chord relationships, you can transpose any chord
progression you know to any key you like.
If you are searching for chords to go with a particular melody (in a
particular key), it is very helpful to know what chords are most likely
in that key, and how they might be likely to progress from one to
another.
Improvisation requires an understanding of the chord progression.
Harmonic analysis is also necessary for anyone who wants to be able
to compose reasonable chord progressions or to study and understand
the music of the great composers.

Basic Triads in Major Keys

Any chord might show up in any key, but some chords are much more
likely than others. The most likely chords to show up in a key are the
chords that use only the notes in that key (no accidentals). So these chords
have both names and numbers that tell how they fit into the key. (We'll just
discuss basic triads for the moment, not seventh chords or other added-note
or altered chords.) The chords are numbered using Roman numerals from I
to vii.

https://cnx.org/content/m10842
https://cnx.org/content/m11654#l0b
https://cnx.org/content/m10668
https://cnx.org/content/m10851
https://cnx.org/content/m11647
https://cnx.org/content/m10943#p0e
https://cnx.org/content/m11995#p1a
https://cnx.org/content/m11995#s2
https://cnx.org/content/m11995#p6a


Chords in the keys of C major and D major

Exercise:

Problem:

Write and name the chords in G major and in B flat major. (Hint:
Determine the key signature first. Make certain that each chord begins
on a note in the major scale and contains only notes in the key
signature.) If you need some staff paper, you can print this PDF file

Solution:

To find all the basic chords in a
key, build a simple triad (in the
key) on each note of the scale.
You'll find that although the

chords change from one key to the
next, the pattern of major and

minor chords is always the same.

https://cnx.org/content/m10881
https://cnx.org/content/m10851
clbr://internal.invalid/book/contents/resources/e5b6335c0813bd7797983b645d24962d8ad96e93.pdf


You can find all the basic triads that are possible in a key by building one
triad, in the key, on each note of the scale (each scale degree). One easy
way to name all these chords is just to number them: the chord that starts on
the first note of the scale is "I", the chord that starts on the next scale degree
is "ii", and so on. Roman numerals are used to number the chords. Capital
Roman numerals are used for major chords and small Roman numerals for
minor chords. The diminished chord is in small Roman numerals followed
by a small circle. Because major scales always follow the same pattern, the
pattern of major and minor chords is also the same in any major key. The
chords built on the first, fourth, and fifth degrees of the scale are always
major chords (I, IV, and V). The chords built on the second, third, and sixth
degrees of the scale are always minor chords (ii, iii, and vi). The chord built
on the seventh degree of the scale is a diminished chord.

Note:Notice that IV in the key of B flat is an E flat major chord, not an E
major chord, and vii in the key of G is F sharp diminished, not F
diminished. If you can't name the scale notes in a key, you may find it
difficult to predict whether a chord should be based on a sharp, flat, or
natural note. This is only one reason (out of many) why it is a good idea to
memorize all the scales. (See Major Keys and Scales.) However, if you
don't plan on memorizing all the scales at this time, you'll find it useful to
memorize at least the most important chords (start with I, IV, and V) in
your favorite keys.

https://cnx.org/content/m10851


A Hierarchy of Chords

Even among the chords that naturally occur in a key signature, some are
much more likely to be used than others. In most music, the most common
chord is I. In Western music, I is the tonal center of the music, the chord
that feels like the "home base" of the music. As the other two major chords
in the key, IV and V are also likely to be very common. In fact, the most
common added-note chord in most types of Western music is a V chord (the
dominant chord) with a minor seventh added (V7). It is so common that this
particular flavor of seventh (a major chord with a minor seventh added) is
often called a dominant seventh, regardless of whether the chord is being
used as the V (the dominant) of the key. Whereas the I chord feels most
strongly "at home", V7 gives the strongest feeling of "time to head home
now". This is very useful for giving music a satisfying ending. Although it
is much less common than the V7, the diminished vii chord (often with a
diminished seventh added), is considered to be a harmonically unstable
chord that strongly wants to resolve to I. Listen to these very short
progressions and see how strongly each suggests that you must be in the
key of C: C (major) chord(I); F chord to C chord (IV - I); G chord to C
chord (V - I); G seventh chord to C chord (V7 - I); B diminished seventh
chord to C chord (viidim7 - I) (Please see Cadence for more on this
subject.)

Many folk songs and other simple tunes can be accompanied using only the
I, IV and V (or V7) chords of a key, a fact greatly appreciated by many
beginning guitar players. Look at some chord progressions from real music.
Some chord progressions

https://cnx.org/content/m11421
https://cnx.org/content/m10851
https://cnx.org/content/m10867#list22a
https://cnx.org/content/m11995#s1
clbr://internal.invalid/book/contents/resources/d66757edce40a55f555be1fd5e6484bd5396141e.midi
clbr://internal.invalid/book/contents/resources/915228ee4d458d72c06e781f1b93f9d852d89151.midi
clbr://internal.invalid/book/contents/resources/cb979e897ce075bff068d206a7c8fddafb57822f.midi
clbr://internal.invalid/book/contents/resources/052357324a454f1fdf0be5853182bbd1c45f65e2.midi
clbr://internal.invalid/book/contents/resources/fe1ec57469c5a8c9916f444a4674ce90e8d07c0f.midi
https://cnx.org/content/m12402


Typically, folk, blues, rock, marches, and Classical-era music is based on
relatively straightforward chord progressions, but of course there are plenty
of exceptions. Jazz and some pop styles tend to include many chords with
added or altered notes. Romantic-era music also tends to use more complex
chords in greater variety, and is very likely to use chords that are not in the
key.
More Complex Chord Progressions

Much Western
music is

harmonically
pretty simple,
so it can be
very useful

just to know I,
IV, and V in
your favorite

keys. This
figure shows
progressions
as a list of

chords (read
left to right as

if reading a
paragraph),

one per
measure.

https://cnx.org/content/m15294
https://cnx.org/content/m11995#s2
https://cnx.org/content/m11995#p6a
https://cnx.org/content/m11606


Extensive study and practice are needed to be able to identify and
understand these more complex progressions. It is not uncommon to find

Some music has more
complex harmonies.

This can include more
unusual chords such as

major sevenths, and
chords with altered
notes such as sharp
fives. It may also

include more basic
chords that aren't in the

key, such as I
diminished and II

(major), or even chords
based on notes that are
not in the key such as a
sharp IV chord. (Please
see Beyond Triads to
review how to read

chord symbols.)

https://cnx.org/content/m11995#p6a
https://cnx.org/content/m11995#s5


college-level music theory courses that are largely devoted to harmonic
analysis and its relationship to musical forms. This course will go no further
than to encourage you to develop a basic understanding of what harmonic
analysis is about.

Naming Chords Within a Key

So far we have concentrated on identifying chord relationships by number,
because this system is commonly used by musicians to talk about every
kind of music from classical to jazz to blues. There is another set of names
that is commonly used, particularly in classical music, to talk about
harmonic relationships. Because numbers are used in music to identify
everything from beats to intervals to harmonics to what fingering to use,
this naming system is sometimes less confusing.

Exercise:

Problem:
Name the chord.

1. Dominant in C major
2. Subdominant in E major
3. Tonic in G sharp major
4. Mediant in F major
5. Supertonic in D major
6. Submediant in C major
7. Dominant seventh in A major

Solution:



1. G major (G)
2. A major (A)
3. G sharp major (G#)
4. A minor (Am)
5. E minor (Em)
6. A minor (Am)
7. E seventh (E7)

Exercise:

Problem:

The following chord progression is in the key of G major. Identify the
relationship of each chord to the key by both name and number. Which
chord is not in the key? Which chord in the key has been left out of the
progression?

Solution:



Minor Keys

Since minor scales follow a different pattern of intervals than major scales,
they will produce chord progressions with important differences from major
key chord progressions.
Exercise:

Problem:

Write (triad) chords that occur in the keys of A minor, E minor, and D
minor. Remember to begin each triad on a note of the natural minor
scale and to include only notes in the scale in each chord. Which chord
relationships are major? Which minor? Which diminished? If you need
staff paper, print this PDF file

Solution:

The tonic, subdominant, and dominant are minor (i, iv, and v). The
mediant, submediant, and subtonic are major (III, VI, and VII). The
supertonic (ii) is diminished.

Notice that the actual chords created using the major scale and its relative
minor scale are the same. For example, compare the chords in A minor
([link]) to the chords in C major ([link]). The difference is in how the
chords are used. As explained above, if the key is C major, the chord
progression will likely make it clear that C is the tonal center of the piece,
for example by featuring the bright-sounding (major) tonic, dominant, and

https://cnx.org/content/m10856
https://cnx.org/content/m10867
https://cnx.org/content/m10856#s3
clbr://internal.invalid/book/contents/resources/e5b6335c0813bd7797983b645d24962d8ad96e93.pdf
https://cnx.org/content/m10856#s3
https://cnx.org/content/m11654#l0b
https://cnx.org/content/m10851#p1a


subdominant chords (C major, G major or G7, and F major), particularly in
strong cadences that end on a C chord.

If the piece is in A minor, on the other hand, it will be more likely to feature
(particularly in cadences) the tonic, dominant, and subdominant of A minor
(the A minor, D minor, and E minor chords). These chords are also
available in the key of C major, of course, but they typically are not given
such a prominent place.

As mentioned above, the "flavor" of sound that is created by a major chord
with a minor seventh added, gives a particularly dominant (wanting-to-go-
to-the-home-chord) sound, which in turn gives a more strong feeling of
tonality to a piece of music. Because of this, many minor pieces change the
dominant chord so that it is a dominant seventh (a major chord with a minor
seventh), even though that requires using a note that is not in the key.
Exercise:

Problem:

Look at the chords in [link]. What note of each scale would have to be
changed in order to make v major? Which other chords would be
affected by this change? What would they become, and are these
altered chords also likely to be used in the minor key?

Solution:

The seventh degree of the scale must be raised by one half step to
make the v chord major. If the seventh scale note is raised, the III
chord becomes augmented, and and the vii chord becomes a
diminished chord (based on the sharp vii rather than the vii). The
augmented III chord would not be particularly useful in the key, but, as
mentioned above, a diminished seventh chord based on the leading
tone (here, the sharp vii) is sometimes used in cadences.

https://cnx.org/content/m12402
https://cnx.org/content/m12402


The point of the harmonic minor scale is to familiarize the musician with
this common feature of harmony, so that the expected chords become easy
to play in every minor key. There are also changes that can be made to the
melodic lines of a minor-key piece that also make it more strongly tonal.
This involves raising (by one half step) both the sixth and seventh scale
notes, but only when the melody is ascending. So the musician who wants
to become familiar with melodic patterns in every minor key will practice
melodic minor scales, which use different notes for the ascending and
descending scale.

You can begin practicing harmonic analysis by practicing identifying
whether a piece is in the major key or in its relative minor. Pick any piece of
music for which you have the written music, and use the following steps to
determine whether the piece is major or minor:
Is it Major or Minor?

Identify the chords used in the piece, particularly at the very end, and
at other important cadences (places where the music comes to a
stopping or resting point). This is an important first step that may
require practice before you become good at it. Try to start with simple
music which either includes the names of the chords, or has simple
chords in the accompaniment that will be relatively easy to find and
name. If the chords are not named for you and you need to review how
to name them just by looking at the written notes, see Naming Triads
and Beyond Triads.

https://cnx.org/content/m10856#s3
https://cnx.org/content/m11647
https://cnx.org/content/m10866
https://cnx.org/content/m10856#s3
https://cnx.org/content/m12402
https://cnx.org/content/m11995


Find the key signature.
Determine both the major key represented by that key signature, and
its relative minor (the minor key that has the same key signature).
Look at the very end of the piece. Most pieces will end on the tonic
chord. If the final chord is the tonic of either the major or minor key
for that key signature, you have almost certainly identified the key.
If the final chord is not the tonic of either the major or the minor key
for that key signature, there are two possibilities. One is that the music
is not in a major or minor key! Music from other cultures, as well as
some jazz, folk, modern, and pre-Baroque European music are based
on other modes or scales. (Please see Modes and Ragas and Scales that
aren’t Major or Minor for more about this.) If the music sounds at all
"exotic" or "unusual", you should suspect that this may be the case.
If the final chord is not the tonic of either the major or the minor key
for that key signature, but you still suspect that it is in a major or minor
key (for example, perhaps it has a "repeat and fade" ending which
avoids coming to rest on the tonic), you may have to study the rest of
the music in order to discern the key. Look for important cadences
before the end of the music (to identify I). You may be able to identify,
just by listening, when the piece sounds as if it is approaching and
landing on its "resting place". Also look for chords that have that
"dominant seventh" flavor (to identify V). Look for the specific
accidentals that you would expect if the harmonic minor or melodic
minor scales were being used. Check to see whether the major or
minor chords are emphasized overall. Put together the various clues to
reach your final decision, and check it with your music teacher or a
musician friend if possible.

Modulation

Sometimes a piece of music temporarily moves into a new key. This is
called modulation. It is very common in traditional classical music; long
symphony and concerto movements almost always spend at least some time
in a different key (usually a closely related key such as the dominant or
subdominant, or the relative minor or relative major), in order to keep
things interesting. Shorter works, even in classical style, are less likely to
have complete modulations. Abrupt changes of key can seem unpleasant

https://cnx.org/content/m10881
https://cnx.org/content/m10851
https://cnx.org/content/m10856#s3
https://cnx.org/content/m14737
https://cnx.org/content/m11633
https://cnx.org/content/m11636
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https://cnx.org/content/m10856#s3
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https://cnx.org/content/m10856#s3


and jarring. In most styles of music, modulation is accomplished gradually,
using a progression of chords that seems to move naturally towards the new
key. But implied modulations, in which the tonal center seems to suddenly
shift for a short time, can be very common in some shorter works (jazz
standards, for example). As in longer works, modulation, with its new set of
chords, is a good way to keep a piece interesting. If you find that the chord
progression in a piece of music suddenly contains many chords that you
would not expect in that key, it may be that the piece has modulated. Lots of
accidentals, or even an actual change of key signature, are other clues that
the music has modulated.

A new key signature may help you to identify the modulation key. If there
is not a change of key signature, remember that the new key is likely to
contain whatever accidentals are showing up. It is also likely that many of
the chords in the progression will be chords that are common in the new
key. Look particularly for tonic chords and dominant sevenths. The new key
is likely to be closely related to the original key, but another favorite trick in
popular music is to simply move the key up one whole step, for example
from C major to D major. Modulations can make harmonic analysis much
more challenging, so try to become comfortable analyzing easier pieces
before tackling pieces with modulations.

Further Study

Although the concept of harmonic analysis is pretty basic, actually
analyzing complex pieces can be a major challenge. This is one of the main
fields of study for those who are interested in studying music theory at a
more advanced level. One next step for those interested in the subject is to
become familiar with all the ways notes may be added to basic triads.
(Please see Beyond Triads for an introduction to that subject.) At that point,
you may want to spend some time practicing analyzing some simple,
familiar pieces. Depending on your interests, you may also want to spend
time creating pleasing chord progressions by choosing chords from the
correct key that will complement a melody that you know. As of this
writing, the site Music Theory for Songwriters featured "chord maps" that
help the student predict likely chord progressions.

https://cnx.org/content/m10881
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For more advanced practice, look for music theory books that focus entirely
on harmony or that spend plenty of time analyzing harmonies in real music.
(Some music history textbooks are in this category.) You will progress more
quickly if you can find books that focus on the music genre that you are
most interested in (there are books specifically about jazz harmony, for
example).



Seventh Chords and Inversions
An introduction to seventh chords and their inversions.

We learned earlier that triads can be created on each scale step or each scale
degree. In a similar manner, seventh chords can be created by stacking
additional notes a third above the triads. Root position seventh chords when
stacked as closely as possible have all notes either on spaces or all on lines.
For instance, see the example of seventh chords on scale degrees in C
Major (Figure 1):

Let’s carefully examine the quality of each chord. The triads (lowest three
notes) are either major, minor, or diminished when built on the C major
scale. The sevenths are either major or minor 7ths (Figure 2):

The first letter in Figure 2 refers to the quality of the triad; the second letter
to the quality of the seventh. For instance, in the first chord built on C the
triad is major, “M,” and the seventh is also major, “M.” In the second
seventh chord both the triad and seventh are minor, “m.”

One seventh chord deserves special attention. The dominant seventh chord
is the most prominent seventh chord in common practice music. It is
distinct from the other seventh chords since it is the only one possessing a
major triad with a minor seventh. The dominant seventh, whether in a major
or minor key, is always a major triad with a minor seventh above the root of
the chord. Figure 3 supplies a dominant seventh chord built on G:



Inversions of Seventh Chords

Here is an easy way to remember the inversions of seventh chords:

7 – 65 – 43 – 2

Notice the descending pattern of numbers. The root position and three
inversions use this order of numbers to label the chords. Figure 4 gives a
tonic seventh chord built on C with the root position and inversions:

Figure 5 demonstrates how the inversions are obtained. The bass note (C4)
in the root position triad is moved up an octave to C5 for the 1  inversion.
Similarly the bass notes in the 1  inversion is transposed up an octave for
the 2  inversion, etc.

Observe that an alternative way to label the 3  inversion is 4 over2.

Recognizing Inversions of Seventh Chords

st
st

nd

rd



Take these steps to recognize inversions of seventh chords. 1) stack the
chord in closed position (as closely as possible) with the bass as the lowest
note. Remove duplicated pitches. 2) find the second in the chord. The root
of the chord will be the top note of that second. 3) If the root is the top note
the chord is 1  inversion, 2  from the top—2  inversion, 3  from the top
—3  inversion. Figures 6 and 9 supplies examples of the process:

The bass is written first to the right. The redundant (extra) F# is not added
to the revised chord.

The D is added to the new chord.

The A is added.

st nd nd rd
rd



Finally the C is added and all the notes are in the new closed position chord.
Notice that the second--the non-third interval--is easy to identify. All the
chord tones are on spaces except for the root--D5. This root forms a second
with the note below it. Since the root is on the top of the chord, this is a first
inversion seventh chord. Here is the harmonic analysis (Figure 10):

Practice labeling these seventh chords in G major (Answers below)

Answers: G Major: 1. ii7, 2. V7, 3. I65, 4. V43, 5. IV65, 6. V2
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